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Motivation



Farmer needs:
↦ actionable advices
↦ evidence about 

effectiveness & benefits

smart farming 
technologies could 
drive to the 
application of 
required sustainable 
agriculture practices

but limited 
adoption



The case of a knowledge-based recommendation 
system for optimal cotton sowing

pilot of sowing 
map for cotton for 
cultivation period 

of 2021 in 
Orchomenos, GR

Answering on a real need of cotton farmers.
Is today a good day to sow?

Collaboration with a farmer’s cooperative (171 
cotton fields) in Orchomenos,Viotia-Greece

Cooperative have consolidated routines for 
interacting with their crops (e.g. common 
practices, homogeneous fertilizer application, 
jointly owned machinery)



Nearest neighbor

Knowledge-based rules

Knowledge-based Recommendation System

GFS

Artificial 10-day at 2km forecast 
blending WRF & GFS The red

circle at the center 
depicts the GFS grid 
point that forecast 
represents
the entire red-lined 
box. 
The white smaller 
circles depict the 144
ART grid points for 
the same area.

All conditions refer to a time window
between 5 to 10 days



actionable advices

evidence about 
effectiveness & 
benefits

✅

❓



Hmm,
but what is the 
actual impact of 
our recommended 
actions?



Ok, lets run our experiments! 
But if there is no capacity for 
RCTs?



Evaluating 
agricultural 
recommendations 
using 
causal inference



Our approach

Model the farm system using a causal graph, and identify the effect of 
sowing on a recommended day on the yield the farmer observed.

Unit Field

Treatment  (T) The field was sown on a recommended day

Outcome (Y) Yield observed at the end of season



Our end goal is to account for exactly the 
variables that will allow us to identify the 

Average Treatment Effect (ATE) of the 
treatment on outcome

Exploit our understanding 
of the cooperative’s 

modus operandi and 
harness agricultural 

knowledge

Unobserved 
confounding, 
selection bias, 
counterfactual 
yield not observed



Graph Building

In collaboration with domain experts and 
by making clear assumptions, we establish 

a causal graph of the farm system



Effect Identification

Applying the back-door criterion, the 
following set of variables was found to be 

sufficient for effect identification:



Effect Estimation

Propensity score P(T=1|Z) 
distribution and overlap for 

treatment and control groups

Point ATE estimates and 95% 
confidence intervals



Results & Refutations

All methods indicate a significant, 
positive ATE of the treatment on yield

Sowing on a recommended day drove a yield increase ranging 
from 372 to 546 cotton kg/ha (12%-17% relative to mean yield)

Methods successfully passed 4 refutation 
tests, indicating robust estimates



Conclusions & Next Steps

Evaluating Digital Tools for Sustainable Agriculture using Causal Inference

Driving much-needed 
tech adoption

Transparent impact, 
fair service fees

Assumptions limit 
external validity

To cross-check 
with experiments

New pilot applications will allow us to practically test the external validity 
of our results across different seasons, crops and locations.

Examine other forms of effect identification, fit Structural Causal Models 
for counterfactual analysis, learn Conditional ATEs with Machine Learning
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